In this paper, we propose a new distributed video coding (DVC) method, with hierarchical group of picture (GOP) structure. Coding gain of DVC can be significantly improved by enlarging GOP size for slow-moving frames. The proposed DVC decoder estimates a side information (SI) frame and transmits motion vectors (MVs) of the SI to the proposed encoder. Using the received MVs from the decoder, the proposed encoder can generate a predicted SI (PSI), which is the same as the SI in the decoder, and estimate the quality of PSI with minimal computational complexity. The proposed method decides the best coding mode among key, Wyner-Ziv (WZ), and skip modes, by estimating rate-distortion costs. Based on the selected best coding mode, the best GOP size can be automatically determined. As the GOP size is adaptively decided depending on the SI quality, entropy and parity bits can be effectively consumed. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is around 0.80 dB better in Bjøntegaard delta (BD) bitrate than an existing conventional DVC system.
Introduction
As many portable multimedia devices have been developed, such as mobile phones, electronic pads, and laptops, many people enjoy using them to take videos, transmit them to friends or web-sites such as YouTube and Facebook, and in turn, view them. These days, video sensor networks are also used to monitor very large outdoor areas for environment surveillance and safety. Therefore, demands for low cost and powerful encoders are continuously increasing. However, conventional video coding standards, such as MPEG-x and H.26x, cannot satisfy these requirements, because those encoders have high computational complexity, while their decoders require low complexity. Distributed video coding (DVC) methods have been researched to meet these requirements. DVC technology is based on migration of computational complexity from encoders to decoders and can achieve coding gain with regard to prediction on the decoder side.
DVC was developed as a new video-coding paradigm derived from Slepian-Wolf information theory [1] . They proved that the DVC can perform encoding by disregarding correlation between two input signals and the coding performance of the decoder side by exploiting the correlation can come close to the efficiency of the conventional coding systems that employs the correlation at the encoder side. Wyner-Ziv [2] presented the extended work to show information theoretic bounds for lossy compression by side information at the decoder. Based on the Wyner-Ziv theory, several lossy DVC approaches which do not perform motion estimation have been proposed in order to reduce computational complexity of the DVC encoder [3] [4] [5] [6] . To reduce temporal redundancy, motion estimation is performed on the DVC decoder side, not in the encoder. For DVC based on the Wyner-Ziv approach, the original input frames are coded by two different modes [3] [4] [5] [6] . One mode is to code with the conventional intra coding technique and the coding mode is called the key-frame mode. The other mode is performed by a channel coder after preprocessing, and the coding mode is called the Wyner-Ziv (WZ) mode. While the outputs of the channel coder are parity bits and original data, only a part of parity bits are sent to the DVC decoder for compression performance. The reconstructed WZ frame is reconstructed by a channel decoder with the transmitted parity bits for a side information (SI) frame. The SI frame is generated the same as possible as the original frame with the reconstructed key frames in the decoder when the size of the group of picture (GOP) is small, e.g., the size is equal to 2. The error of SI frame is assumed to be transmission error caused by a variable channel. SI frame is regarded as the predicted frame of the original frame (WZ frame), degraded by channel errors. Therefore, the errors are corrected by a channel decoder. A low density parity check accumulate (LDPCA) coder and Turbo coder are often used for DVC systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
In general, conventional codecs, such as h.26x and MPEG-x, set GOP size from 8 to 30, as the increasing number of intra-frame degrades compression rate. However, a lot of the conventional DVC systems set the GOP size to the minimum of two, because performance of DVC is directly related to accuracies of SI frames. Accuracies of SI frames cannot be known at both the encoder and decoder sides, and accuracies of SI frames are generally the best with GOP size set as two. In addition, since accuracies of SI frames vary, depending on the features of a sequence, they cannot be correctly predicted. However, SI frames are generated well for slow-moving cases. For these cases, GOP size can be prolonged, to reduce the entropy bits and/or parity bits. Therefore, some conventional DVC algorithms are proposed to predict accuracies of SI frames on the encoder side and increase GOP size [13, 14] . Since the purpose of DVC is to reduce computational complexity of the encoder, they should generate a predicted SI (PSI) with low delay, though an SI frame which is generated using several motion estimation algorithms and filters, for high quality of an SI on the decoder side. Therefore, although the encoder generates a PSI frame by using the estimated MVs and key frames in its own, the PSI frame is not the same as the SI frame on the decoder side. As a result, the estimated accuracies of PSI frames are different from those of SI frames and lead to a decrease in compression performance.
The proposed DVC performs motion estimation at the decoder side, and the estimated motion vectors (MVs) are transmitted to the corresponding DVC encoder. The proposed encoder can generate a PSI that is identical to the SI frame of the decoder side with minimal computation load, because motion compensation is performed with the received MVs and reference key frames. Therefore, the proposed encoder can correctly estimate the quality of the SI frames. Based on the accuracies of the SI frames, the best coding mode is selected based on rate-distortion (RD) optimization; thus, the GOP size can be adaptively and hierarchically set. In this paper, each frame is coded as one among key, WZ, and skip modes. In order to assess the RD cost of the key mode with minimum computational complexity, the proposed method estimates it with a weighted linear interpolation of RD costs of neighboring key frames. Distortion of a frame coded by WZ mode can be estimated with the original frame, and the PSI frame and rates of the frame can be estimated with the number of errors. Therefore, the proposed method assesses the RD cost of WZ mode with the compensated frame. The RD cost of skip mode can be estimated with the PSI frame on the encoder side. Based on RD competition, the proposed method can select the best coding mode and GOP size prior to actual encoding. The RD competition estimates rates and distortions for each coding modes in advance. Therefore, the proposed method improves coding performance by enlarging the GOP size for slow-moving frames. Note that the WZ frame is coded in frequency domain with LDPCA.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 'Conventional DVC algorithms' introduces several conventional DVC algorithms. Section 'Proposed DVC for hierarchical GOP structure' presents details of the proposed method. In Section 'Experimental results' , experimental results are given and discussed. Finally, Section 'Conclusions' concludes this paper and gives further work items.
Conventional DVC algorithms
DVC is a new video-coding paradigm that allows us to shift complexity from an encoder to a decoder, for distribution of computation complexity. While the conventional video codecs employ motion estimation at the encoder side, motion estimation can be performed on the decoder side of DVC. Therefore, the DVC encoder can be suitable for portable devices, unlikely conventional encoders. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of conventional WZ DVC systems [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Original input frames are divided into two types according to coding methods, as shown in Figure 1 . Input frames are coded by key mode or WZ mode. Key mode is the same as the conventional intra coding method, such as H.264/ AVC intra mode. WZ frames are coded with three main modules: pre-processing which can be regarded as transform and/or quantization, channel coding, and key frame coder. For DVC, motion estimation is conducted on the decoder side, and a predicted frame is generated. The estimated frame is called SI. The SI has some prediction errors, and the errors can be corrected with transmitted parity bits from a channel encoder. For the channel coder, LDPCA and Turbo channel coders are generally used in the DVC system [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
The quality of SI frames directly impacts the performance of DVC systems, since the required number of parity bits is proportional to the errors of SIs. Most conventional DVC systems set their key frame interval to minimum, since it is much easier to estimate accurate SI frames with closer key frames. However, because the amount of motion activities varies over time, even in a sequence, the quality of SI frames also varies from frame to frame, and sequence to sequence. Table 1 shows the average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of SI frames in terms of the key frame intervals, for six sequences. To obtain the PSNR of SI, we employed the existing algorithm [23] . Figure 2 shows a PSNR graph of SI frames over time in terms of the key frame intervals for the 'Race' sequence. As shown in Figure 2 , PSNR values of the 90th to 100th SI frames with GOP size of 8 are slightly better than those with GOP size of 4. Thus, the RD performance of DVC can be improved with the adaptive GOP size depending on frames characteristics. However, the encoder should estimate the quality of the SI, to determine the best size of GOP. It is not easy to estimate the quality of SI frames at the encoder side, due to non-availability of SI. Therefore, several conventional algorithms were proposed to assess the quality of SI frames [7] [8] [9] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Since the purpose of the DVC encoder is to encode videos with low computation complexity, the conventional algorithms generate PSIs with minimum computational complexity, by repetition, temporal linear interpolation, or rough block matching algorithms [7] [8] [9] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Ahmad et al. proposed a DVC supporting adaptive GOP size, so that the GOP size is determined by the rate of the previous WZ frame at the encoder side [25] . They can improve performance of DVC with additional minimum complexity of the encoder. However, the method of SI frame generation at an encoder is different from that of a decoder. Even though the estimated rates are correct, the RD for the current frame might not be appropriate for the consecutive future frames, because of scene change and/or moving objects. For higher performance, Yaacoub et al. proposed a hierarchical decision of the GOP size, based on RD competition [26] . Two successive frames, the first and the last frames, for a given GOP size are coded as key frames. A target frame in between two given frames is coded as either WZ or key frame, based on RD competition. This procedure is hierarchically repeated for decision of the best GOP size. However, the encoder requires high computational complexity for GOP size decision in hierarchically evaluating the RD costs of key and WZ modes. The predicted SI at the encoder side is different from that at the decoder side, thus, the RD cost of the WZ mode is not the same to the original one. As a result, the amount of parity bits would not be accurate to correct the errors of SI frames.
Proposed DVC for hierarchical GOP structure
Since videos generally include not only fast-motion but also slow-motion performance of DVC, systems can be improved by adaptively modifying the GOP size. When the accuracies of SI frames are quite high, the encoder is not likely to send parity bits, and can reduce the number of key frames. Therefore, the proposed method adaptively modifies hierarchical GOP size based on RD competition, for compression performance of DVC systems. The proposed method sets the initial GOP size (S) and encodes the first frame at t and the last frame at t + S in a GOP range as the key mode. Coded bitstreams of the key frames are sent and reconstructed in the decoder side. The SI frame at t + S/2 that is located at the interposition between two key frames is generated with the key frames, and then MVs are estimated from the SI frame at t + S/2 to the key frames, and the compressed MVs in a lossless mode are sent to the encoder side. As the encoder generates a PSI frame at t + S/2 with the received MVs and the key frames, the PSI can be the same as the SI in the decoder, without high computational complexity. Based on the PSI frame, the proposed encoder assesses the RD costs of key, WZ, and skip modes and selects one of them. The frame at t + S/2 is coded by the selected mode, and its associated data are sent to the decoder side. Hierarchically, the SI frame at t + S/4 (t + 3S/4) is generated with the frame t and the frame at t + S/2 (frame at t + S/2 and frame at t + S). Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed DVC encoder. The first frame (frame [t] ) and the last frame (frame[t + S]) are coded as a key-frame coding and H.264/AVC intra-frame coding is employed for our implementation. The other frames between two key frames are hierarchically and recursively coded, as shown in the flowchart. Given two reconstructed frames, the encoder receives the MVM (MVM[t + S/2]) that includes MVs and their compensation directions for all the blocks of the target frame (frame[t + S/2]). With the received MVs, the proposed DVC encoder can generate the PSI (PSI[t + S/2]), and then decide RD competition candidates, according to the modes of the two input frames. When either input frame (Rec [t] and Rec[t + S]) is coded by 'Skip' mode, the target frame (frame[t + S/2]) is coded by skip mode, and only one 'Skip' indication bit is transmitted. In addition, recursive processing is not required, since all the frames between the two input frames (Rec [t] and Rec[t + S]) are coded by skip mode.
If either input frames of the reconstructed frames (Rec [t] and Rec[t + S]) is coded by 'WZ' mode, RD competition candidates for the target frame are skip and WZ modes. Based on the RD competition, the frame is encoded by a selected mode, and the associated indication bit is sent to the decoder side. When both input frames are coded by the key mode, the candidates are key, WZ, and skip modes for RD competition. The target frame is encoded by one of the candidate modes, and the mode bits are sent to the decoder side. This recursive encoding keeps running, until all the frames between two key frames are coded. Note that the WZ frames are coded in frequency domain with the LDPCA channel coder. Because the proposed DVC encoder requires motion compensation with the received motion vectors, the encoder computing time could slightly increase. However, the proposed hierarchical DVC encoder can skip several frames in a GOP structure. As a result, we found that the proposed DVC encoder complexity is almost same to the conventional DVC encoders. In our evaluation, the proposed algorithm is up to 5% slower than the DISCOVER coder, depending on sequences. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed DVC decoder. First, two key frames are decoded by the corresponding intra decoder with a received bitstream. The other frames are hierarchically and recursively decoded in the proposed method. With two reconstructed frames (Rec [t] and Rec[t + S]), an SI frame (SI[t + S/2]) and MVM (MVM[t + S/2]) are generated in the proposed method, as shown in the flowchart. If two input frames are decoded by the skip mode, all the frames between them will be regarded as skip mode, and reconstructed by the SI generation algorithm, without any additional data. Otherwise, the SI frame is decoded depending on following syntax elements. MVM (MVM[t + S/2]) is not sent to the encoder for all the frames between two input frames. When neither of two input frames is coded by the skip mode, MVM (MVM[t + S/2]) should be sent to the encoder and the target frames are decoded depending on the coding mode. Note that the motion vectors are predicted with median filtering of the neighboring motion vectors and motion vector difference is coded with the Exp-Golomb code for better compression.
SI frame generation and PSI frames compensation
The quality of an SI frame directly impacts on the performance of a DVC system. For the proposed algorithm, it is also important to generate a PSI frame that is the same as the SI frame, for proper decisions of coding modes on the encoder side. In order to make sure that PSI frames are the same as SI frames, SI frames in the proposed algorithm are generated with the existing twostage algorithm [38] . In the first stage, an initial SI (ISI) frame is estimated with key frames [23] for a target frame, however; any SI frame generation (SIG) algorithms with a gap-filling algorithm can be employed. At the second stage, the proposed DVC decoder performs motion estimation from the ISI frame to the neighboring key frames, and then the final SI frame is reconstructed with the key frames and the estimated MVs [38] . The motion vectors are sent to the decoder side. Regardless of the first stage motion estimation algorithm, we can guarantee that the SI of the decoder side can be reconstructed with the transmitted MVs and related data at the encoder side, because the motion vectors are defined from the target frame to key frames. In addition, the proposed DVC encoder does not require any hole-filling algorithms and blending of two overlapped blocks. As a result, the SI frame can be generated with minimum computational load. Note that the first stage motion estimation is conducted with a conventional algorithm, based on adaptive search range for DVC [23] . Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the proposed ISI algorithm. The proposed method performs hierarchical ME in descending order of block variance values with adaptive search range. Search range is adaptively determined according to MVs of neighboring blocks. Then, the hole regions are compensated with uni-directional ME and a linear interpolation.
RD competition
Conventional codecs such as H.264/AVC calculate RD cost for all cases and select the best mode having the smallest RD cost for the best RD performance. The RD cost is defined by:
where λ is a scaling factor. Conventional encoders, such as H.264/AVC, conduct pre-encoding and calculate rates and distortions for multiple modes. Then they select the best coding mode jointly having minimum rate and distortion. Therefore, they require high computational complexity, although they can select the best coding mode. However, since the purpose of the proposed DVC is to encode videos with low computational complexity, conventional methods to compute RD costs are not suitable for the best mode selection in the DVC encoder.
The key feature of DVC codecs is to encode videos with low computational complexity. In the conventional codecs, RD competition generally increases RD performance with high computational complexity. However, conventional DVC encoders do not employ RD competition, due to the computational complexity and nonavailability of the reconstructed frames. In the proposed DVC, we employ RD competition for high RD performance with minimum computational complexity. In addition, to reduce encoding computational time, the proposed method determines the candidate modes to conduct RD competition among key, WZ, and skip modes, depending on the coding mode of a previous coded frame. As input frames are hierarchically coded in the proposed method, we can predict which modes are suitable for the consecutive frames, based on the coding mode of the previous frame. In the proposed algorithm, approximate RD costs are computed. To perform RD competition, the proposed method estimates RD costs of the selected candidates depending on the conditions, as shown in the encoder flowchart. However, we need to note that the quality of a frame coded by WZ (skip) mode could be reasonably good, even when the rate is 0. The distortion of the frame is the same as that of the associated SI frame, because SI frames are generated from reference key frames without any explicit data. Therefore, WZ or skip mode is likely to be selected with low rate and high distortion by RD competition. However, a video quality that is too low is not suitable for commercial video applications. For quality control, the best mode is decided not only by RD competition but also by a quality threshold.
When an accurate objective visual quality and its bitrate are known, we can perform accurate RD competition. For the competition, actual encoding and decoding should be conducted at the encoder side. However, DVC-based encoders have the philosophy of low complexity at the encoder side. In the proposed algorithm, the PSI can be reconstructed with the received motion vectors; thus, it is helpful to estimate more accurate objective visual quality. However, we cannot reconstruct the decoded frames at the encoder side due to low complexity constraint. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm is better than the exiting algorithms with better prediction in estimating approximated RD competition.
Approximate RD cost of key frame mode
In this work, we propose an approximate RD cost of key frame modes before actual encoding for low computational complexity. Since the conventional RD costs require high computational complexity, DVC encoders cannot conduct pre-encoding of all the modes for RD competition. In addition, it is hard to correctly estimate rate and distortion of a frame before actual encoding. Figure 6 shows the actual data rate and distortion values for 100 intra-coded frames of the ' Akko' sequence. However, we found that rate and distortion are likely to slowly change for a short period of time, as shown in Figure 6a ,b. Note that the key frames are coded by H.264/AVC intra coding. We assume that one rate for a key frame can be estimated by a linear relationship of those of adjacent key frames for low complexity. Thus, we propose the approximately estimated RD value with weighted linear interpolation by:
where R, D, and L denote rate of a key mode, its distortion, and hierarchical layer, respectively. l, α, and i are layer indexes (α < l and i > l). t, β, and j are display indexes (β < t and j > t). The weight values (w i , w j ) are determined by distance ratio between the key frames to the target frame with the condition, w i + w j = 0. The RD cost of the key mode is estimated by:
where λ K is a scaling factor between rate and distortion.
Approximate RD cost of WZ mode
WZ frames are reconstructed from the SI frame with error correction via a channel decoder. Since channel decoding operation is one of the main sources of computational load, it is not proper to perform the channel decoding on the encoder side for low complexity encoding. Therefore, the proposed method estimates approximate RD costs, by predicting the reconstructed WZ frame with low computation complexity, before actual WZ encoding.
Conventional DVC encoders quantize discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients and generate parity bits for pre-determined frequency components in a DCT block, in order to correct all of the errors in the predetermined regions. Therefore, we can assume that the pre-determined DCT regions of a WZ frame have no errors, and other regions have errors as much as those of the corresponding parts of an SI frame, as shown in Figure 7 . Figure 7a ,b shows blocks of an SI frame and a reconstructed WZ frame in the DCT domain, respectively. In Figure 7a , the light gray region is the predetermined region by a quantization, and the region will be coded by a channel coder. Therefore, after conducting of channel decoding, the light gray part will be corrected. The white region in Figure 7b represents the no-error region, because all errors are corrected by a channel decoder with the received parity bits from an encoder. This means that the part is the same as the corresponding part of an original frame. The dark-gray parts that exist in Figure 7a ,b depict the regions not to be corrected by a channel coder for coding efficiency. Therefore, the region of an SI frame is the same as the corresponding part of a WZ frame. Therefore, the proposed method can generate the predicted reconstructed WZ (PRW) frame without high computational complexity, as the white part and dark-gray part are reconstructed by the original frame and the PSI, respectively, with minimal complexity.
With the PRW frame, the proposed method can predict the approximate rate and distortion of the WZ mode without high computational complexity. In the proposed method, the rate of the PRW frame is predicted with the correction capability of a channel coder and error rates of the PRW frame. The correction capability of a channel coder is generally related to the quantity of parity bits, and the amount of parity bits depends on the number of errors, as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 shows the number of bits to correct the error in the triangular pyramid of the DCT bitplane in terms of the error rate of the PSI for several test sequences. Therefore, as the proposed method accounts for the number of errors of a PSI frame, the rate of the WZ mode can be approximately assessed. For each block, the demand bit is determined based on the rate of the WZ mode. Therefore, as the proposed method accounts for the number of errors of a PSI frame, the rate of the WZ mode can be approximately assessed. Since error correction by a channel coder is conducted in the frequency domain, the original and PSI frames are transformed with DCT by: 
where FD is a function of forward DCT transform. After the transformation, the proposed method calculates the amount of errors of a PSI frame by:
where (b, c, p) indicates block, coefficient, and bitplane parameters, respectively. (B, C) means the number of blocks in a frame and coefficients in a block, respectively. P represents the number of bitplanes. The error rate (E LL,t ) of the frame is estimated by:
where NT Ll,t indicates the number of total bits in a frame. Based on the computed error rate, the proposed method estimates the approximate rate of the WZ mode, as shown in Figure 8 . In order to compute the distortion of the PRW frame, we need to generate the PRW frame. With the transformed original and PSI frames, the PRW frame is compensated for by:
Note that P Q is a quantization parameter in defined in bitplane. In order to assess a distortion, the sum of squared error (SSE) is computed after inverse transformation and is denoted by: Figure 8 Demanded number of parity bits, according to error rates. where ID represents a function of inverse DCT. With the estimated rate and distortion, the proposed method computes the RD cost of the WZ mode by:
When a frame is selected to encode by WZ mode, the proposed method sends as many parity bits by accounting for the number of DCT blocks and the number of the demanded bit for the block, as shown in Figure 8 . Therefore, the proposed method does not need feedback iteration and reduces time delay. If the demanded number of parity bits for error correction is different from the computed value, the performance of the proposed method could decrease. Once a frame is to be coded as the WZ mode, each block is evaluated whether its quality is enough good or not. Parity bits for the well-predicted one with the PSI could be not sent to the decoder side. For other blocks, the proper amount of bits given by Figure 8 is supposed to be sent.
Approximate RD cost of skip mode
For the proposed skip mode, the proposed method estimates the RD values with the PSI frames that are generated in the previous step. Since a skip indication bit is sent to the decoder side, the rate is one bit for skip mode. The distortion is calculated with the SSE between an original and PSI frames, instead of SI frames, and the distortion is represented by:
For the skip RD cost, the proposed method computes a skip RD cost with a distortion of skip by:
Note that λ K is empirically computed with six sequences (' Akko' , 'Ballroom' , 'Exit' , Flamenco2' , 'Race1' , and 'Rena' sequences). The parameter is set to (1,518, 3 ,824, 9,636, 24,281, and 61,185) as a function of QPs (33, 37, 41, 45, and 49).
Experimental results
For performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm, the RD performance of the proposed and conventional algorithms was evaluated. Four test sequences (' Akko' , 'Ballroom' , 'Flamenco2' , and 'Race1') were used with the format and size of 4:0:0 YUV and 640 × 480, respectively. Key frames were coded using JM 17.2, and five QP points (33, 37, 41, 45 , and 49) were used. Note that the ' Akko' , 'Ballroom' , 'Flamenco2' , and 'Race1' sequences consist of 300, 250, 250, and 250 frames, respectively. The conventional algorithm employs every other frame as the key frame, while the number of key frames are determined depending on GOP size. The SI frames are reconstructed based on an adaptive search range [24] and an LDPCA channel coder with a matrix length of 6,336 [5] . Table 2 shows errors of the estimated rate and PSNR of the proposed algorithm in terms of GOP size for four test sequences. The accuracies are shown in differences of rates and PSNRs for all the frames between the key frames given by intra periods of 8, 4, and 2. The proposed algorithm has three estimators for three modes. The figures in the table are average errors for the three modes of the proposed algorithm. For the case of GOP size of two, the proposed accuracy is quite high. As the GOP increases, estimated errors become larger. As shown in the table, although computed rates and PSNRs for 'GOP8' are less accurate than those for 'GOP2, ' we can say that the overall accuracy is high, with minimal computational load. In any cases, accuracies of the computed values are less than 2%. 'Ballroom' and 'Race1' sequences have relatively high motion activity over the other sequences. Thus, the estimated errors are obtained to be somehow larger. Figure 9 shows RD graphs of the exiting [24] and the proposed methods. ' All I' means that all the frames in a video are coded by intra mode. 'IPI' indicates that even frames are coded by inter mode, and odd frames are encoded by intra mode. 'IPI(No motion)' represents that even frames are coded by intra mode, and the other frames are coded by inter mode with zero motion vectors. 'Conventional DVC' means that each sequence is coded by DISCOVER [29] . The accuracies of SI frames are likely to be high, when motion is linear and/or slow in a video. The proposed method can exactly compute the SI quality without high computational complexity, using the PSI frames in the proposed DVC encoder. Therefore, we can reduce the number of key frames to increase RD performance. This means that the proposed method yields higher performance than the existing DVC and the all intra-coded cases, as shown in Figure 9 . For the existing DVC cases, a lot of parity bits are required to correct the error in SI frames for large motion pictures. However, the proposed method evaluates the accuracies of SI frames, and it can prevent excessive parity bits, by balancing the rate and distortion at the encoder side. In addition, the proposed method influences the current coding mode on the decision of coding mode of nest frames for low computational complexity.
Since the proposed method hierarchically determines coding modes, the best coding mode for each frame is effectively decided with low computational complexity. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm yields BD bitrate reduction of around −11.42% on the top of the existing DVC system. However, the DVCbased coders do not outperform the exiting video coders based on hybrid transform coding such as H.264/AVC and others. DVC is employed to improve predicted frames by channel coders. Any channel coders cannot perfectly guarantee error corrections, however; they can statically achieve error correction. The conventional video coders (H.264/AVC, HEVC, and other international standards) guarantee matching between encoder and decoder sides, while DVC-based coders cannot in general guarantee the encoder-decoder matching. The encoder cannot know the exact decoded pictures and vice versa. Thus, at any sides, we cannot make sure whether the correction is proper or not. Parity bits from channel coders could make errors corrected; however, they could also make corrected prediction wrong. That is one of critical reasons that DVC-based coders have difficulty in outperforming the H.264/AVC, HEVC, and so on. Figure 10 shows the bitrates and PSNR of the proposed algorithm with respect to frame index for 'Ballroom' sequence. The bitrates and PSNR were obtained with QP of 33. As shown in the figure, high bitrates are observed periodically with GOP size of 8 due to intra-frame coding. In between two intra frames, low bitrates are seen for parity bits, motion vectors, and additional syntaxes. High quality coding is achieved for the frames between 40th and 55th indexes because motion activity is relatively low. For several frames, prediction accuracy is not so high thus error correction does not work well because the error rates exceed the correction rate of the channel coder.
Due to the proposed hierarchical GOP structure, a delay should be involved, like conventional video coding having GOPs. Figure 11 shows a delay diagram of the proposed method. The first and last frames for the initial GOP structure are encoded and sent to the decoder side in parallel. The decoder reconstructs the frames with the received bitstreams. With the reconstructed frames, the SI frame located in between the frames is generated, and the motion vectors for the SI frame are transmitted to the encoder.
The encoder generates the PSI with the received motion vectors and performs the proposed RD competition. With the decided best mode, the proposed encoder codes the target frame. This processing is repeated until half of the initial GOP structure has been reached. The processing delay of the proposed method can be denoted by:
where S means the time interval for the initial GOP size (=8). α, ε, β, γ, δ, and ξ indicate encoding, decoding, transmission, PSI generation, RD competition, and SI generation times, respectively. Through the experiment for estimation of the delay, the encoding, decoding, transmission, PSI generation, RD competition, and SI generation time are 600, 14, 5, 14, 400, and 3,500 ms, respectively. We found in the experiment that the proposed DVC requires 14,233 ms for a GOP structure. Note that the proposed system was implemented on Intel i5 (2,53 GHz) with 4 GB over Window 7. The proposed feedback-based DVC requires the delay, and it makes the proposed algorithm applied for high framerate video applications. However, the proposed algorithm is considered to be a trade-off between no-feedback DVC and iterative feedback DVC algorithms. Note that RD performance of the proposed algorithm is better than the no-feedback algorithms. This evaluation and assessment would be not practical for practical scenarios and conditions. The network delay can vary depending on traffics. In addition, we employed JM reference encoding software and SIG having large computational complexity in the evaluation. Hardwired logics or fast computing platforms can be employed to implement practical applications based on the proposed DVC system. Extensive further research should be performed for practical applications and services in the future.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new adaptive distributed video coder has been proposed, with hierarchical GOP structure. In the proposed algorithm, the PSI can be reconstructed in the encoder, using reference key frames and MVs without motion estimation. Therefore, we can estimate the exact accuracies of SI frames with the PSI frames. With the PSI frames, the proposed method performs RD competition and selects the best coding mode. Based on the decided coding mode, the best GOP structure is automatically decided in the proposed method. As the proposed method reduces the number of key frames when a video has little and/or linear motion, the performance of the proposed method improves. In addition, the proposed method reduces the number of WZ frames, if large motion between consecutive frames occurs, because an SI frame of low accuracy requires many parity bits for error correction. Therefore, the proposed method has higher performance than the several existing methods. However, the proposed method requires high computational complexity, according to the initial GOP size. For further work, we would optimize the encoding, decoding, and SI generation modules, for reduction of the delay.
